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Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) following aqua regia digestion and x-ray fluorescence (XRF) are both geochemical techniques used to determine ‘total’ concentrations of elements in soil. The aim of this study is to compare these techniques, identify elements for which inconsistencies occur and investigate why they arise. A study area (~14000 km²) with a variety of total concentration controls and a large geochemical dataset (n=7950) was selected. Principal component analysis determined underlying variance in a dataset composed of both geogenic and anthropogenic elements. Where inconsistencies between the techniques were identified, further numerical and spatial analysis was completed. The techniques are more consistent for elements of geogenic sources and lead, whereas other elements of anthropogenic sources show less consistency within rural samples. XRF is affected by sample matrix while the form of element affects ICP concentrations. Depending on their use in environmental studies, different outcomes would be expected from the techniques employed, suggesting the choice of analytical technique for geochemical analyses may be more critical than realised.
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1. **Introduction**

XRF and ICP with either mass or optical emission spectrometry (ICP-MS or ICP-OES) are two analytical techniques frequently used in geochemical surveys. XRF concentrations are commonly regarded as total (Salminen and Tarvainen 1997; Kisser 2005; Johnson et al 2010), whereas ICP concentrations are heavily dependent on the preceding acid extraction. ICP concentrations measured following an aqua regia digestion are sometimes referred to as total (Niskavaara et al 1997; Sahuquillo et al 2003) and sometimes as extractable or leachable concentrations (Salminen and Tarvainen 1997; Moor et al 2001; Peltola and Aström 2003; Carrero et al 2013).

During XRF analysis a prepared and homogenised soil sample is irradiated with primary x-rays, causing x-rays of characteristic wavelengths to be emitted (Dzubay 1978; Gill 1997) which are then analysed using either an energy dispersive (ED) system (Dzubay 1978) or a wavelength dispersive (WD) system (Fifield and Haines 1995). Prepared soils for ICP analysis undergo an acid digestion procedure e.g. aqua regia (traditionally 3 parts hydrochloric acid to 1 part nitric acid) prior to analysis (Thornton 1983; Gill 1997). Numerous studies compare the variations of acid digestion methods that exist (Bettinelli et al 2000; Sastre et al 2002; Tighe et al 2004). Closed vessel microwave digestions have become more popular in recent years; the EPA Method 3051A (United States EPA 2007) combines a concentrated nitric acid (sometimes with added hydrochloric acid) extraction with a closed vessel microwave digestion. Following the chosen digestion method, the diluted supernatent is injected through a plasma torch, and as the excited atoms return to their lower states either the energy emitted (OES) or a count of individual emitted ions (MS) is measured (Gill 1997).

Previous studies comparing these analytical techniques have employed a small number of samples (Jarva et al 2009), heavily contaminated soil samples (Chander et al 2008) or used the comparison to indicate the mineralogical host of trace elements (Cohen et al 2012). It is important to know whether the analytical techniques employed do give ‘total’ concentrations within soil samples or if they are affected by the element being measured, the source of the element and therefore its form, and the sample matrix. If we can better understand where consistency between the techniques deteriorates for an element this will inform all users of geochemical data, particularly data for samples analysed by XRF or ICP following aqua regia digestion. Increasing our understanding of the benefits and limitations of each technique will inform the choice of analytical techniques for future surveys. Here we show the differences between two techniques using a large number (n=7950) of soil samples in a region with extremely varied geology and land use. Elements are identified for which there are inconsistencies between the techniques and inconsistencies are mapped spatially.

2. **Materials and Method**

2.1 **Study area**

The study area (Northern Ireland, ~14000 km²) is recognised as having extremely diverse geology (Mitchell 2004) and a variety of concentration controls that enable determination of inconsistencies between the analytical techniques. Bedrock geology, superficial geology and anthropogenic influences are all factors that are known to control total concentrations of elements (as measured by XRF) in shallow soils (Jordan et al 2007; Johnson and Ander 2008; Candeias et al 2011; McIlwaine et al 2014). Figure 1c summarises previously
identified controls on XRF concentrations for arsenic (As), chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb) and vanadium (V) within Northern Ireland (McIlwaine et al. 2014). These include areas of extrusive basalt, Devonian sandstone and intrusive granite bedrock, agreeing with previous research by Barrat and Nesbitt (1996), Hill et al. (2001) and Green et al. (2010). The urban domain is recognised to control the concentrations of some elements (Wong et al. 2006; Albanese and Brewster 2011), as are areas of peat (Shotyk et al. 1996; Nieminen et al. 2002) and mineralised areas (Reimann and Garrett 2005).

2.2 Tellus geochemical dataset

The Tellus survey, managed by the Geological Survey of Northern Ireland, was completed between 2004 and 2007 (http://www.bgs.ac.uk/gsni/tellus/). As part of this survey, geochemical analyses were completed on 7,950 shallow soil samples, taken between 5 and 20 cm depth, with each composite sample consisting of five auger flights from a 20m by 20m grid. Concentration data analysed by both XRF and ICP following aqua regia digestion (open vessel analysis with 2 parts nitric acid to 1 part hydrochloric acid) are available for the entire study area for the elements shown in Online Resource 1. Areas designated as urban witnessed a higher sampling density (4 samples per km$^2$) than the regional areas (1 sample per 2 km$^2$). A thorough explanation of the sampling, analysis and quality assurance of the Tellus campaign has been published (Smyth 2007; Green et al. 2010).

2.3 Underlying variance in dataset

As, cobalt (Co), Cr, Cu, molybdenum (Mo), Ni, Pb, antimony (Sb), tin (Sn) and V were selected for assessment to determine controlling factors over concentrations measured by both techniques as they originate from a variety of sources with differing spatial distributions. XRF and ICP concentrations were included in a principal component analysis (PCA) to determine the underlying variance within the dataset, identify behaviour patterns and create groups of elements for further study. PCA eliminates ‘noise’ from multivariate data and presents variability in a reduced number of components (Reimann et al. 2007; Candeias et al. 2011; Yunker et al. 2012). Due to the compositional nature of geochemical data, a centred logratio transformation (Reimann et al. 2008) was completed on the dataset prior to PCA. The principal component (PC) scores for each sample location were mapped to gain an understanding of spatial controls. Inverse distance weighting (output cell size of 250 m, power of two and fixed search radius of 1500 m), was used to create all interpolated maps in this study. Map classifications were produced using the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) mapping method (McIlwaine et al. 2014), which is an informative method of mapping using classes based on the data distribution (Diez et al. 2007; Reimann et al. 2008).

2.4 Consistency between techniques

Based on the initial assessment, elements of interest were plotted (using log transformed concentrations which more closely approximated the normal distribution) to compare XRF and ICP concentrations. Boxplots were used to visualise how the ratio (XRF/ICP concentrations) varies between the elements, by considering both the variance between the whiskers and the number of outliers. Spatial mapping of the ratio produced maps that highlighted the greatest inconsistencies between the techniques. The ECDF method was used to determine boundaries of the classes on the map, with an additional boundary added where the techniques were equal. Statistical analyses were completed using R statistical software (R Core Team 2013) and maps were produced using ArcMap 10.0 (ESRI 2009).
3. Results and Discussion

Fig 1 Results of PCA completed on the centred logratio transformed XRF and ICP concentrations of As, Co, Cr, Cu, Mo, Ni, Pb, Sb, Sn and V in the shallow soil samples including (a) biplot of PC 1 against PC 2 (X and I denote XRF and ICP respectively), (b) interpolated map of PC1 scores and c) summary of the main controls found over total element concentrations (by XRF) (McIlwaine et al 2014) (AFBI data set (Jordan and Higgins 2009) used to identify peat)

PC 1 explains 64.4% of variance within the dataset. PC1 scores are related to geogenic concentrations of Ni, Cr, Co, V and Cu in areas of basalt bedrock geology (Figure 1b). Negative PC scores are related to a diffuse airborne anthropogenic source of Pb, Sb, Sn, As and Mo in urban areas and topographically elevated blanket peats. PC 2 explains 9.9% of the variance within the data set and is likely to be related to biogeochemical processes with
elements that display a positive loading such as Mo (Barron et al 2008), V (Bellenger et al 2011), As (Stolz and Oremland 1999) and Co (Garnham et al 1993) all taking part in biological or biogeochemical cycling.

From this PCA, it is apparent that the two techniques are strongly correlated for elements of geogenic source (Co, Cr, Cu, Ni and V) as the XRF and ICP loading outputs plot closely on the PCA (Figure 1a). For elements of anthropogenic sources, only Pb shows a strong correlation between the techniques (see also Figure 2c,f) with XRF and ICP loading outputs for Sn, Sb, Mo and As all more widely distributed on the biplot. This shows greater consistency between the techniques for Pb and the geogenic elements and greater variability between the techniques for As, Mo, Sb and Sn.
Fig 2 Comparison of the analytical techniques using log transformed scatterplots of XRF concentrations against ICP concentrations for a) As, b) Mo, c) Pb, d) Sb and e) Sn (magenta line demonstrates where techniques are equal, rural samples shown in black, urban samples shown in red and dashed lines show method detection limits where appropriate) and f) boxplots for the log transformed ratio (XRF/ICP concentrations) for As, Mo, Pb, Sb and Sn in shallow soil samples (whisker locations calculated as box extended by 1.5 times the length of the box in both directions)

For As, the analytical techniques become more similar in their measurements as concentrations increase (Figure 2a). The ratio ranges between 0.31 (lower whisker) and 3.57 (upper whisker), with many outliers present above the upper whisker (Figure 2f). At the lowest concentrations of As (2-10 mg/kg) the difference between the XRF and ICP concentrations are most obvious, with XRF measuring substantially higher concentrations than ICP. In the mineralisation domains for As, ICP concentrations are similar, or even greater than XRF concentrations (Figures 1c, 3a); suggesting As is more easily extracted from these particular areas of elevated concentrations, compared to the remainder of the study area.

In the case of Mo, Sb and Sn a split in gradient occurs on the scatterplots (Figures 2b, d, e) with rural samples (black) showing a steeper gradient than those taken in urban areas (red). The urban samples show a similar trend to Pb and As, with XRF measuring higher concentrations than ICP. Although Mo, Sb and Sn are typically anthropogenic in origin and related to combustion sources, Figure 3 shows that inconsistencies between the methods are not related to urban areas but to specific rural areas such as peatlands where anthropogenic contaminants find depositional environments that act as sinks. At elevated rural concentrations ICP measures more than XRF, suggesting Mo, Sb and Sn are more easily extracted from soils in these sampling areas, possibly because they are present in a different form. From Figure 2f the ratios for Mo, Sb and Sn all have large ranges (0.10 to 2.61, 0.19 to 6.92 and 0.25 to 4.80 respectively) between the lower and upper whiskers as a result of the inconsistency between the techniques for rural samples. For all three elements proximity to the detection limit and reporting of data to one significant figure has created banding at the lowest concentrations shown in the scatterplots (Figures 2b, d, e). All of these datasets contain less than 1% of non-detects, except the XRF data for Mo (2.6% non-detects).
Fig 3 Interpolated ratio (XRF/ICP concentrations) maps for (a) As, (b) Mo, (c) Sb and (d) Sn using shallow soil samples with classes determined using the ECDF method.

The red, orange and green areas in Figure 3b demonstrate where ICP concentrations are greater than XRF concentrations for Mo. These correlate well with topographically elevated blanket peat, where atmospheric deposition is a possible anthropogenic source of Mo and mineralised domains previously identified for As (Figure 1c). The mineralised domains also contain some of the highest rural concentrations for Mo, suggesting Mo is related to As in these domains and like As, Mo is more easily extracted from these areas. The ICP concentrations of Sb are also greater than the XRF concentrations in areas of topographically elevated blanket peat and mineralisation (red and orange areas in Figure 3c). However, the areas of mineralisation showing inconsistencies between the methods are smaller than those identified for Mo. Sn (Figure 3d) shows a slightly different pattern to that presented for Mo and Sb; with a few areas of topographically elevated blanket peat appearing to show ICP concentrations that are greater than XRF concentrations. It is possible that for the blanket peat samples, which have a very high organic carbon content, XRF will see a decrease in the absolute counts detected for all measured elements (Löwemark et al 2011) i.e. the high organic content is inhibiting the ability of XRF to determine accurate concentrations within the sample. However, this would be expected to affect the XRF measurement of all elements in these samples, whereas this behaviour is
only apparent for Mo, Sb and Sn, suggesting it is affecting these elements in particular. More research is required to determine why this is the case.

Fig 4 Interpolated concentration maps for Mo as measured by a) XRF and b) ICP following aqua regia digestion with classes determined using the ECDF method

Ultimately, inconsistencies in the two techniques could affect their potential use in environmental studies. A land management method for calculating typical threshold values (TTVs) within identified domains (areas where readily identifiable factors can be shown to control the concentration of an element), uses ECDF classified concentration maps to identify the controlling factors (McIlwaine et al 2014) over elevated and depleted concentrations. ECDF defined concentration maps for Mo show significant differences depending on the analytical technique used i.e. XRF or ICP following aqua regia digestion (Figure 4). For XRF a depleted domain can be found in areas of blanket peat and an elevated domain in urban areas; in contrast ICP shows elevated domains in both urban areas and areas of mineralisation, creating different domain maps and therefore TTVs. This suggests that care must be taken when considering the use of XRF and ICP following an aqua regia digestion in regional surveys, and attention must be paid to the likely sources and sinks of the elements of interest.

Practical differences between the techniques i.e. the sample size required, how many elements can be analysed and their limits of detection, sample preparation, how destructive the test is and how much it costs, will undoubtedly affect their choice of use for geochemical surveys. In particular, acid digestion prior to analysis via ICP is a time consuming process (Necemer et al 2003; Cobb 2009), whereas the samples for XRF analysis have only to be prepared into pellets. This paper shows that aims of the survey and the likely main controls over element concentrations must be considered alongside these practical differences to ensure that a representative analytical technique is chosen for analysis.
4. Conclusions

The two analytical techniques are strongly correlated for elements of geogenic source (Co, Cr, Cu, Ni and V) and Pb. For As, Mo, Sb and Sn, XRF gives relatively ‘dampened’ results than ICP for highly organic soil samples that act as sinks for anthropogenic sources and ICP gives ‘stronger’ results than XRF for mineralised sources. For Mo, Sb and Sn the ratio between the techniques is less consistent for rural samples than it is for urban samples, possibly because of the source and form of these elements in urban areas. These results show that the techniques are influenced by different factors for certain elements. The chemical form of element present seems to affect ICP, which is appropriate as the solubility of the element in the preceding acid extraction will increase the variability in the final measurement of concentrations by ICP. In contrast analysis by XRF will not include this “solubility” variability, but would be more affected by the sample matrix effects as demonstrated for Mo, Sb and Sn.

This ratio has the potential to estimate element mobility and relative availability based on how easily elements are extracted from different environments. The ratios presented show that elements from anthropogenic sources in urban areas, including those at elevated concentrations, are not always most easily extracted. We show that the most easily extracted forms of some elements are associated with mineralisation domains or with peat domains that act as sinks for anthropogenic contaminants. This suggests that risks posed by these ‘anthropogenic’ elements are not always associated with urban areas. In addition to total concentrations, extractability data should routinely be considered to screen for potential human and environmental risks.

Following on from these findings, it would be of interest to compare concentrations from other digestion procedures (e.g. the EPA 3051A method discussed above or the ‘near-total’ digestion composed of nitric, hydrochloric, hydrofluoric and perchloric acids) with concentrations measured by XRF to see how these compare with the aqua regia digestion used in this study. It would also be informative to compare the ratio between the techniques with results from bioavailability testing to determine if the ratio can be used to highlight areas where elements may pose a greater risk in the soil.
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